Anaconda gains traction

Mobile Screening & Crushing (NZ) Ltd has taken delivery of the newly-released TD516 Trommel from Anaconda Equipment International.

With the arrival of a 7th mobile screen, Anaconda now has a solid footing in the New Zealand market. The first Anaconda screen was sold in Nelson eight months ago.

The new Anaconda Trommel was just one of the products promoted by Mobile Screening and Crushing (MSC) at the recent Quarry conference in Rotorua.

Anaconda aims to supply quality, high-performance equipment at an affordable price. End users enjoy savings because the equipment is designed to be shipped in a 40ft high-cube container, providing a substantial reduction in freight costs.

“We welcome the opportunity to demonstrate the equipment’s versatility – working with challenging material in trying conditions,” says MSC director Andy Meikle. “In fact, most of our sales over the last year have come from successful demonstrations in hard-to-process material.”

“At the recent conference, we were approached by clients in the recycling industry who had a particular interest in the new Anaconda TD516 Trommel. This type of machine is best suited to processing bark, compost, topsoil, sand, palm kernel, woodchip and peat. However, a common problem in processing these products is that they can be contaminated with stones. We address this problem with a customised attachment to the TD516 oversize belt – it will be available in the coming months.”

Anaconda screening equipment has worked well for the New Zealand market. Although sufficiently compact to fit into a 40ft high-cube container, it performs very well in the field. The vibrating DF and SR model screeners have a 10’ x 4’ft screen box (both decks) with a 10m amplitude (throw). These products were promoted at the recent Quarrying Conference in Rotorua.

With more than 20 years in the Hire and Sales of screening equipment, MSC has an extensive working knowledge and hands-on experience to provide the best solution to screening problems, especially for difficult applications.

For more information visit www.mobilescreening.co.nz or contact Andy Meikle; Mob 0274 939 098 / Email andy@mobilescreening.co.nz. Enquiries for viewing and demonstrations are welcomed.